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QUESTION NO: 1 
 

Click the Exhibit button.

 

Bartley LTD has a DMX3000 with 5671 Enginuity microcode. Bartley needs to make three local

replicas of its production data available for testing, development and backup at different times of

the day. Its objectives, in order of priority, are:

 

1. Performance of the production application while testing is performed

2. Performance of the backups

3. Performance and availability of the development environment in the event of a single drive

failure on a local replica device

 

Which solution shown in the diagram is the best fit for Bartley's requirements?
 

A. 2

B. 4

C. 3

D. 1
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 2 
 

RMT Corporation is interested in buying an SRDF over WAN solution. What are two [2] I/O delays

that are commonly introduced by WAN solutions?
 

A. Protocol conversion

B. Distance
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C. Locality of reference

D. Response Time
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 3 
 

You are designing a solution for an Oracle database residing on a single Symmetrix frame. BCVs

will be used for cold backups on a secondary host. What are three [3] steps applicable to cold

backup?
 

A. Pair all data files, online redo logs and control files with BCVs

B. Pair all data files with BCVs

C. Split BCVs for data files

D. Copy to the second host, the Init.ora file, backup control file, and relevant archive files

E. Shut down primary database

F. Split BCVs fordatafiles, online redo logs, and control files
 

Answer: A,E,F

 

 

QUESTION NO: 4 
 

You are developing the failback/return home procedures for the PBR Corporation and its SRDF/S

implementation. PBR does not wish to perform an R1/R2 swap because the R2 site is not

designed for long term use by the application. Which symrdf process do you recommend prior to

the return to the R1 site to minimize re-sync time while keeping the R2 available to the

application?
 

A. Failback

B. Merge

C. Restore

D. Update
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 5 
 

A financial institution has a requirement for zero data loss, with lower network costs. Which

method would you recommend?
 

A. Point in Time Replication
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B. Asynchronous replication

C. Multi-hop Replication

D. Synchronous Replication
 

Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 6 
 

GZR Corporation has a large Oracle data warehouse that extends across multiple Symmetrix

arrays. Replication Manager will be utilized to create a replica for backups. Because of the custom

application, pre- and post-processing scripts are required. The database must be brought offline

prior to the split. Which three [3] conditions are required to successfully create a replica?
 

A. Oracle archive mode is required

B. Oracle archive mode is not required

C. Post-Processing scripts need to contain thaw or startup commands

D. No special Pre-Processing commands are required

E. Pre-Processing scripts need to contain freeze or shutdown commands

F. No special Post-Processing commands are required
 

Answer: B,C,E

 

 

QUESTION NO: 7 
 

Click the Exhibit button.

 

A Financial Services company has an existing Symmetrix Installation. Site A has two 8830's at

5567 code replicating synchronously using switched SRDF to Site B which has two 3700's at 5267

code. A technology refresh is underway, replacing the 3700's and 8830s' with two DMXs (one in

Site A and one in Site B). EMC was engaged to perform data migration for the environment while

maintaining DR for the primary configuration. In order to use SRDF for the migration, which two [2]

statements are applicable?
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